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EU mission "incapable of conducting
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BELGRADE -- Former Hague Tribunal Chief Prosecutor Carla del Ponte says EULEX is not
capable of conducting an objective investigation of Kosovo human organ trafficking.
In an interview with Radio Belgrade, Del
Ponte said that EULEX neither had an
efficient witness protection program, nor
the authority to perform investigations in
Albania.
"As far as I know, EULEX is incapable of
conducting the investigation because,
primarily, it does not have effective
witness protection programs. Moreover,

Carla Del Ponte (FoNet, file)
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jurisdiction, and this investigation calls
for exactly that," Del Ponte said, adding

that the UN Security Council would have to make the decision on the investigation of this case in
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order for it to be independent.
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Council of Europe rapporteur Dick Marty stated in his report on trafficking in human organs in Kosovo
that these crimes involved people subordinate to Hashim Thaci, a former leader of the KLA and the
current Kosovo Albanian prime minister. Marty also said that the victims were mostly Serbs who had
been abducted by the KLA.
Del Ponte told the radio that an independent investigation could take place only after the UN Security
Council (SC) adopted a relevant decision.
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"I would like to continue investigating, but the question is whether it can be done by me. To my
knowledge, EULEX is not able to investigate, because first of all, they have no effective witness

Ex-French FM dismisses Kosovo organ trade
claims

protection program, she stressed, adding that EULEX cannot conduct an investigation beyond the

"Resolute policy keeps EU from demanding
Kosovo recognition"

borders of Kosovo, because they have no jurisdiction to do so, and this investigation calls exactly for

"UN must assume role in Kosovo dialogue"

that. For this investigation to be an independent one, a decision in that regard should be made by the

SNS-DSS cooperation tactical, analyst says

UN Security Council."
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The former chief prosecutor said she had no regrets in connection with her own allegations about

Police director downplays "acquaintance" with
drug lord

human organ trafficking.

Charges yet to be pressed in Kolubara affair
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"I did everything I could," she said.

Ex-French FM dismisses Kosovo organ trade
claims

The investigation could not continue because some witnesses could not be brought for the hearing,

Road construction workers want corruption probe

and some refused to be interviewed, Del Ponte explained, adding that Albania has refused to

Seven Belgrade heist robbers arrested
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cooperate with the Hague Tribubal and that the court officials also met with difficulties in Kosovo.

B92 looks at politics and crime in Kosovo
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Del Ponte pointed to the problem of lack of jurisdiction of the Hague in Albania.

“Police know who is behind B92 death notices”
Albanian family sues CoE rapporteur

"I thought somebody else should have continued this investigation, but unfortunately, no one did that,"

Economic crisis in Serbia

Del Ponte said, adding that the report of the Special Rapporteur of the Parliamentary Assembly of the

Hague cooperation

Council of Europe Dick Marty on the trafficking in organs is to be welcomed, because it not only
confirms what she wrote in her book, "but also speaks about certain other things".
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Tadić calls for national consensus on EU
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BELGRADE -- Serbian President Boris Tadić has called for a national
consensus on Serbia's EU integration in an interview given to Belgrade
media.

Opposition party leader certain of victory
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BELGRADE -- Opposition New Serbia (NS) leader Velimir Ilić says the
"united opposition" will win in the next elections "with or without Vojislav
Koštunica".

"The state’s unwillingness to timely and responsibly
seek solutions for problems that media scene faces
results in not only Danas having to pay – and not only
for its own mistakes..."
Unfounded optimism of Serbian authorities
What happened to the American declaration of war?
Libya, West and narrative of democracy
The Libyan war of 2011

Disappointed voters "increasingly don't care about EU"
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BELGRADE -- Several Belgrade newspapers today analyze the results
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of new public opinion polls, which give opposition parties a high degree

"Serbia in NATO would represent threat to
Russia"

of support among Serbian voters.
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DSS leader praises only labor minister
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BELGRADE -- Opposition DSS leader Vojislav Koštunica has confirmed
that his party will not participate in the SNS rally called for April 16 in
Belgrade.
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“Any possible decision about missile deployment in
Serbia’s territory would be a threat to Russia’s security
and Russia would be forced to take military actions in
order to remove that military threat."
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KOSOVSKA MITROVICA -- Kosovo Serb political representatives have

EFJ sends letter to Serbian president

agreed to boycott the census organized by the government in Priština,
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controlled by Kosovo's Albanians.

French support "key for Serbia's EU integration"
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PARIS -- President Boris Tadić said in Paris that Serbia is a modern
country determined to find its place in the EU and that French support
was key for that.

The European Federation of Journalists (EFJ) has sent
a letter to Serbian President Boris Tadić, expressing
their concern over the threats received by the authors of
B92 TV's Insider investigative program.
Bishop in appeal for aid to soup kitchens
UN chief presents new Kosovo report

LDP MP leaves parliamentary group
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BELGRADE -- Vesna Pešić has left Liberal Democratic Party (LDP)
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parliamentary group and will continue to act as an independent MP.
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Social agreement put on hold
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BELGRADE -- Signing of an agreement between the government,

The fanciful interior of Amfora, adorned
with numerous marine details, will make
you forget that you are actually seated in
the basement of 30 Dobračina – it feels
more like a hall of a long-voyage ship.
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unions and employers is once again uncertain, only ten days after a
promising Social-Economic Council meeting.
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BELGRADE -- Several journalists’ associations sent an open letter on
Wednesday to Serbian President Boris Tadić.

Pacolli withdraws Kosovo president bid
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PRIŠTINA -- New Kosovo Alliance (AKR) leader Behgjet Pacolli has
decided not to run for president of Kosovo, it has been announced.

NGO warns about declining support for EU
Thursday 7.04.2011 | 16:58 | Source: Beta | Comments: (2) | Send comment

BELGRADE -- Forum for Security and Democracy (FBD) NGO has
expressed concern over a dramatic decline in citizens’ support to
Serbia’s EU membership.
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